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FROM THE EDITOR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What a terrible few weeks for our great game these last few have been, with the injury and death 
of Phillip Hughes.  Both Michael Clarke and James Sutherland summed things up appropriately 
with their remarks about the “Spirit of Cricket” in their respective tributes at the Funeral Service in 
Macksville on Wednesday, 3rd December.  There is no doubt that the “Spirit of Cricket” has taken 
on a new dimension, over and above all that is written in the Laws of the game itself, with this 
tragic accident to such a young man.  This month’s front cover image and the accompanying one 
in the comments from Gerry Schembri and Sahan Weerasekera, following their match in 
Ashburton on Saturday, 29th November, are typical of hundreds of similar images which were 
taken at cricket matches around Australia during that weekend. 
In the regular column now shared by our President and Vice-President, Alan McCarthy reflects on 
Easter 2015.  This month, given recent events, the regular Umpiring Manager’s column is an 
interesting and thoughtful reflection which I am sure you will enjoy reading. 
I should like to thank Adam Hawking and Scott Olufson for their reports on their respective 1st XI 
debuts.  Clearly Adam had one of those days which happen in cricket matches where the majority 
of decisions occur at one end while Scott enjoyed the “luxury” of the new Ernie Cropley “Pavvy” at 
Melbourne University, and managed to avoid a parking fine!  Law 43 also congratulates Scott on 
his selection to travel to Christchurch as part of the 2014-15 Victoria-New Zealand Umpire 
Exchange. 
Those who attended the Annual Cup-Day BBQ and those who did not should enjoy reading the 
report on the event and the introductions to our 13 new Panel Members continue with two more 
“bios”, from Vivek Kumar and Matt Robertson.  Only two new Panel Members have yet to be 
introduced to readers of Law 43 and we should be pleased to print these two “bios” in the January 
issue, should the relevant persons care to “put pen to paper” or “fingers to the keyboard” over the 
Christmas-New Year break. 
The column concerning the Crockett Shield is continued, this time with some interesting history of 
the match itself.  Clearly with the match results since the inception of the interstate game in 1931, 
at the critical stage of Victoria, 19, South Australia, 18 and one Draw, it is not difficult to appreciate 
why Easter, 2015 will be such an important occasion.  You are referred to the Association website 
for the booking form for Easter 2015, if you have not yet completed one and sent it in, 
(vcausa.vic.cricket.com.au/files/1555/files/VCAUSA Easter 2015 Booking Form.pdf) and you are 
reminded of the deadline for the 10% “Early Bird” discount on the costs of all functions, being 31st 
December. 
Also of some relevance to Easter 2015 is the report on the Social Cricket match against the 
Australian Cricket Society on Sunday, 9th November.  Thanks to Tony Ventura for the text and to 
our “budding cricket photographer”, Damian Herft, for the accompanying images. 
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May I wish all readers a very merry Christmas and a prosperous 2015. 
Trevor Finlayson 

----------------------------------------------------- 
 

UMPIRE’S JOB ‘MORE COMPLICATED’ THAN A PLAYER’S, SAYS WILLEY 
Englishman Peter Willey, who played at Test level for his country, says he “didn't realise how 
complicated the game was” until he took up umpiring.  In a wide-ranging interview with the 
‘Cricinfo' web site this week, first-class umpire Willey, who will reach the England and Wales 
Cricket Board’s (ECB) current compulsory retiring age before the ECB’s 2015 season, stated that 
“when you're playing, you bowl, you bat, and you don't realise what's going on,” and that today’s 
game is “getting more complicated, with television replays, different competitions, and everything.” 
In Willey’s assessment, the County game is run very well, “its lovely to umpire in” and “the players 
respect the umpires 99.9 per cent of the time.”  “You get the odd [player] who questions your 
decisions, but we stamp on them straightaway,” he said.  He indicated though that players would 
rather be given out by former professional cricketers who have taken up umpiring “than by what 
you might call ‘amateur’ umpires.  Having played, you can see things building up, you can have a 
quiet word and stop things before it gets stupid.”  However, he conceded, “Those blokes [the 
‘amateurs’] have done well, because it's been twice as hard for them to reach [first class] level 
than any ex-professional cricketer.” 
Willey expressed the view in a wide-ranging interview that if a ball pitches outside leg stump and 
it’s going to hit the stumps the batsman should be out.  He also mentioned the issue of bad light, 
saying, “If we [play] in poor light and somebody gets hurt through trying to keep 30,000 
[spectators] happy, it's a bit unfortunate on the bloke whose career might be finished.”  “It's all right 
sitting in the stands and grumbling, but they haven't got to face a bloke bowling 90 mph.”  
According to him “the hardest decisions to give out are bat-pad” and that “years ago, when we had 
the horsehair leather, the sound was very different [and] the ball hitting the pad now sounds similar 
to it hitting the bat.” 
In the tenth of his twenty-five Tests as an umpire, a match between England and South Africa at 
Old Trafford in 1998, Willey said he wasn’t sure about one of the Playing Conditions that applied.  
Standing with New Zealander Doug Cowie, Willey said, “No one [was] sure how many overs were 
lost with a change of innings - whether it was the one in progress plus two, or that over and one 
more.  I asked the third umpire, [Englishman David Constant], and he hadn't got any idea, so I said 
to [England lower-order batsman Angus Fraser], ‘For god's sake, just bat it out, because we could 
have a bit of a cock-up here.’  There could have been phone calls to the [International Cricket 
Council] and everything,” said Willey. 

(from Playing the Game, No. 1454-7054 24th October, 2014) 
--------------------------------------------------- 

A LITTLE MORE ON “CHUCKING” 
The Australians have what might be described as a more cynical approach to umpiring – at least 
that is my experience on the 1958/59 tour when our batsmen were given no protection at all 
against the ‘suspect’ deliveries of Ian Meckiff, Gordon Rorke and Keith Slater.  I vividly remember 
one conversation in which one of us drew attention to Slater’s action and an Aussie official 
grinned, “Well, at least he’s chucking straight, isn’t he, mate?”  
(comment by the late Fred Trueman in The Wit of Cricket Compiled by Barry Johnston, ISBN 978 0 340 97889 4 
(Hodder & Stoughton Ltd., London, 2010) p 95.)  

------------------------------------------------------ 
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… AND THE VICE-PRESIDENT 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Veep Speak 
The global appeal of cricket was never more fully demonstrated than with the outpouring of grief 
around the world at the tragedy of Phillip Hughes’ death on the field.  The flowers left at cricket 
grounds, bats lined up with caps perched on handles, young cricketers wearing black arm bands 
and ceremonies before matches, all showed that we are united in our sorrow at the passing of a 
young man doing what he loved.  We thought also of Sean Abbott, who was playing the game as it 
should be played and was an unfortunate participant in a horrible circumstance.  That Hillel Oscar, 
an Israeli umpire, was also killed in a freak accident on the field reminds us of the potential risks in 
our game and the importance of making every day count in our lives. 
Against the backdrop of these tragedies cricket has resumed and the Adelaide Test has started 
with Phillip Hughes’ Test number of ‘408’ emblazoned on the outfield.  The sight of Steve Smith 
walking to the number and looking skywards to celebrate his “ton” reminds us that the game is 
bigger than all of us and the spirit of cricket lives on.  Safeguarding the game for the next 
generation of cricket lovers is part of our role as umpires and scorers. 
Given that we are playing India right now, Social Organiser John Collins has arranged a restaurant 
night for Thursday, 15th January, 2015 at the Tandoori Den in Camberwell.  Let John know of your 
interest. 
On Sunday, 16th November the VCAUSA battled the Australian Cricket Society at Frankston.  The 
support of the Frankston Heat who provided the ground and facilities (and the ACS team) on the 
day was very much appreciated.  While the ACS won decisively our Crockett Shield selection 
panel of Tony Ventura, Chris Allan and I were pleased to see some new players and a fighting 
spirit.  Our next outing will be against the 49ers on Sunday, 22nd February, 2015.  Remember to 
express your interest in playing to: 
Alan McCarthy  - Mobile 0488 799 973 or email alansuemccarthy@gmail.com   
or 
Tony Ventura – Mobile 0409 024 104 or email tony.ventura @hydrochem.com.au 
 

Alan McCarthy 
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FROM THE DESK OF THE UMPIRING MANAGER 

 

 
 
 
 
 

I began writing this column with the idea that I would have some statistics on how our Captains’ 
Reports compared from this time last year to now.  However the tragic event over the past week 
has certainly placed these figures into perspective.  We are after all only involved in a game.  A 
game yes, that is of national importance, where the Captain of our national team is placed on a 
pedestal higher than that of the Prime Minister of the country.  It is a game where thousands of 
men, women and children dream of wearing a baggy green cap on Boxing Day at the MCG.  
Events over the past week cause you to become retrospective and think about how your own life 
has been influenced by our game.  So please indulge me whilst I am in a retrospective mood. 
My first memory of cricket was arguing with my dad at home in Bendigo.  He was busy watching 
the Test Match on TV and all I wanted to do was to go outside and play.  I did not understand the 
significance of this “game” until some-time later.  As it turned out, it was Greg Chappell’s first Test 
Match and he was busy compiling a century at the first ever Test held at the WACA.  Who was I to 
stand in the way of history? 
There were the hours and hours (and I sometimes thought boring hours) I would spend at the 
Huntly Cricket Club watching my dad play.  Even watching him hit a six on to his week-old, 
mustard-coloured, Valiant Charger.  Cricket was lost to me after my dad died in 1974, until I began 
to play in 1985 at the ripe old age of 19.  I was taught how to hold the bat properly by my coach 
and careers teacher, Brian Davenport.  I thought I knew how to hold a bat because after all I had 
scored many a hundred in the backyard.  I was Greg Chappell.  It was playing bush cricket when I 
began to umpire.  Being the opening bat and normally back in the pavilion very early, I would grab 
the obligatory six rocks and go and stand out in the middle. 
Work brought me down to Melbourne and I began to play Sub-district cricket with Broadmeadows.  
I played mainly seconds and was “12th” man for the firsts on two occasions.  My career in the 
“subbies” lasted for about four years and I then decided to become an umpire.  I had a friend who 
was also going to be an umpire so we enrolled in the winter classes and the journey began.  Well 
my journey began, the other bloke decided to continue playing.  When I told my coach, Steve 
Sandri, he remarked, “One door closes another one opens.”  He was certainly correct.   
My journey has been a whirlwind of highlights.  Highlights such as being 3rd Umpire in a Test 
Match, travelling to Bahrain to coach umpires, having dinner at the Lodge and meeting and 
umpiring the greats of the game.  I can even say that Greg Chappell knows my name.  There have 
been disappointments along the way.  Disappointments such as being told you will no longer be 
considered for 1st class cricket or you have missed out on finals.  It is how you come back from 
these disappointments that makes you a better umpire.  Being employed in the game is certainly a 
highlight.  When my careers teacher (and coach) sat down 31 years ago to map out the direction 
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my employment would take me, I am sure that Umpires’ Manager for Cricket Victoria was not in 
the thought process. 
To be able to be a manager and coach of people who have the same passion and understanding 
of the game that I have, is great.  They say that “if you love the job you are in, then you do not 
work a day in your life”.  I can safely say I have not worked since August 2013.  I did think though 
at this point I would draw attention to some of the activities that have taken place in the umpiring 
department over the first half of the season: 

• 56/96 Umpires have been videoed and these videos have been placed on silicon coach; 
• Captains’ comments have been sent out weekly along with comments from the Umpire 

Manager; 
• Interactive Training and Development meetings (yes improvements to be made but these 

have started); 
• three debutantes in the 1st eleven; 
• Shawn Craig’s debut in 1st class and Matador Cup matches; 
• Phil Gillespie’s debut in Matador Cup; 
• David Shepard awarded Emerging Umpires Contract with CA; and 
• Theoné van der Merwe debuting.  

As I write this column, I cannot help but think of all the people who have come before us who have 
helped make the game what it is today.  We are here to continue to build on their legacy.  As Sir 
Donald Bradman opinioned, “We are the custodians of the game.” 

Richard Patterson 
------------------------------------------------------ 

R.I.P. Phillip Hughes (1988-2014) 
 

 
The accompanying image is typical of many which were to be found at cricket matches 
everywhere in the country during the weekend 28th – 30th November.  This one, and that on the 
front cover of this issue, were taken at Watson Park, Ashburton, prior to the 3rd Grade match 
between Camberwell Magpies and Melbourne University, on Saturday, 28th.  Players, Premier 
Umpires, Scorers, Managers and Coaches put their bats out before the start of the play and 
observed one minutes silence as a tribute to Phillip Hughes. 
Law 43 acknowledges Gerry Schembri and Sahan Weerasekera for this tribute and Sammy 
Munasinghe for the images. 

Ed. 
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TWO FIRST XI DEBUTS – ADAM HAWKING & SCOTT OLUFSON 
Making your debut in any new grade can be a daunting experience, but when you make your 
debut in the 1st XI, you just know that it means something special.  Like most umpires, I had hoped 
to one day umpire at the top end of Premier Cricket and today was to be my day.  Having served 
my apprenticeship in the other grades over the past few years, and standing with both mentors 
and experienced umpires who imparted their experiences and wisdom on to me, which I am very 
grateful for, I was still a bit apprehensive when told by Richard that I would make my debut in the 
first round of 2014.  Having done some practice games during September with teams from in the 
1st XI, I was confident that I was up to the task, but still a bit nervous. 
In the week prior to the game, I went over the playing conditions and read through a few of the 
obscure Laws of Cricket just in case, and double-checked that my bag with my counters, pens, 
notebook, paperwork etc., was in order.  I even splashed out on a new pair of black pants for the 
occasion!  
My first-round game was to be Frankston vs Northcote at Frankston.  This is my 3rd year in a row 
that my season would start with a game at Frankston Peninsula, each year going up a grade.  
Saturday morning came and I was pretty eager to get to the ground and settle in to my normal pre-
game routine.  My colleague for the first game was to be Shawn Craig, it was the first time I had 
really met him so it was good to take a walk around the ground and have a chat.  Once we had set 
up the stumps, had a walk around, done the coin toss, etc., it was great to be able to just take it 
easy and go through my normal pre-game routine and prepare myself mentally for what lay ahead.  
With five minutes to the start of play, we told both teams we were on our way out.  I probably 
wouldn’t have minded getting the first over and to just get stuck in to it, but it wasn’t to be.  
Northcote’s opening bowler chose Shawn’s end, so I had a few minutes to get a look at the pace 
of the ball and the bounce from the wicket which was probably a good thing also.  All I can 
remember from the first over was I no-balled the bowler.  Naturally he disputed the call with the 
usual “I never bowl a no ball ump!”  All was going along well until a mix up saw a chance for a run 
out at my end.  The batsman was just short and I gave him out, Run Out.  In fairness to the batter, 
it was a very quick and accurate throw.  That pretty much set the tone for the rest of the day, with 
what felt like every wicket falling at my end, some needed adjudicating, while others, such as 
being bowled, didn’t, but it felt like the majority needed me to make a decision.  I’m sure everyone 
has had a game where everything happens at your end and your partner gets the last two or three 
wickets, doesn’t really have to make a decision and finishes off the game.  That was pretty much 
what happened, Shawn got three easy ones to finish off the game.  I think for the day, I had two 
caught behinds, three run outs and two LBWs.  And that was just what I gave out, I probably 
knocked back three or four times that in appeals!   One thing is for sure, when they know you are 
new in the 1sts, they test you out with everything they possibly can, put you under a lot of pressure 
and see if you crack. 
All up I was pretty satisfied with the game, in hindsight, it is just another game.  I am not being 
critical of the game, but from an umpire’s perspective, there are only minor differences going up to 
a higher grade.  The bowlers aren’t that much quicker than 2nd’s bowlers, but the fielding is a 
higher standard which was quickly demonstrated, and you do see some very good batsman.  
Otherwise, when you get the chance, enjoy it for what it is, a competitive game of cricket at a very 
good standard.  And don’t forget, you get the best seat in the house!  My only advice is to trust 
your instincts, back yourself and your ability to make good decisions, because that is what has got 
you there in the first place. 

Adam Hawking 
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My journey into umpiring 1st XI cricket began at SINS 2014 when Richard let me know that I would 
be starting in the 1st XI with Geoff Joshua.  This gave me confidence that I was heading into the 1st 
XI with a National panel member as my guide.  When the appointments came out I saw that I was 
appointed to the Melbourne University ground in a match between the two universities.  I had 
heard many stories of parking at Melbourne University so on the Friday night I researched where I 
was going to park. 
I headed off to the ground on the Saturday morning to my intended parking spot on Royal Parade 
outside the university.  This was very unsuccessful in that all car spots were filled all the way to 
Grattan Street.  This forced me to investigate Swanston Street and I ended up parking in the last 
spot before College Crescent.  The problem with this parking location wasn’t that it was a metered 
spot but that I only had enough change on me to pay up until 11:15am.  The free period started 
from 12:00pm onwards.  I put my money in and walked into the ground to find the rooms. 
On reaching the ground I walked around the outside and took in the view of the ground which was 
framed by the clock tower and the newly renovated rooms.  I thought it was an amazing venue to 
umpire any game but would make my first 1st XI game memorable due to location alone.  Once 
inside the new rooms I found my way down into the lower level which contained the umpires’ 
room.  I walked inside and couldn’t believe what I was seeing and straight away made a mental 
comparison with rooms such as Cross Keys and the absence of rooms at Coma Park, which was 
my first Premier cricket appointment four seasons ago. 
Shortly after 10:00am Geoff and I went outside to inspect the ground, the pitch and to review the 
playing conditions with the captains prior to the toss.  During this period and during the game I was 
amazed at the confusion between Premier Cricket playing conditions and 1st class or ICC playing 
conditions various players would query.  Once the game got underway any nerves that I had 
disappeared and my routines kicked in from previous seasons umpired in Premier Cricket with all 
the advice I had taken on board from mentors, partners, Daryl, Bob and Richard. 
After only a few overs I would have an appeal for LBW coming from all around me after the 
batsman was struck in front of middle stump on the crease, with it hitting him in the shins.  The ball 
would have struck middle about half way up.  I duly gave the batsman out and made my way over 
towards Geoff for a quick chat whilst the new striker was coming on to the field.  During this 
conversation Geoff gave me some complimentary feedback on what he had seen so far, which 
was very much appreciated and was a boost for the remainder of the day. 
As the game wore on Hawthorn Monash set a target of 154.  I thought at the time this was a little 
light on runs to defend and hadn’t given my parking issues a second thought after the clock had 
passed 11:15am, due to the game consuming all of my attention.  The tea break at Melbourne Uni 
was excellent with some of the offerings not out of place at high tea with a great variety of rolls, 
salads, fruits and cakes. 
Soon it was time for the second innings to get underway.  MUCC chased the target down with a 
couple of overs to spare which was a little tighter than I thought.  After the match had finished 
there was a presentation on field to MUCC 1st XI Captain Jarrod Leggett of the cup they were 
playing for.  During the presentation he made a speech where he thanked the officials and players 
involved in the match and he finished up thanking the umpires and said that Geoff and I had 
umpired well and that there were no “shockers” in the game.  This was good to hear just after the 
game as some instant feedback on the days decisions. 
After the game I headed back to the car thinking I would have a ticket on it but luckily for me I had 
escaped the parking inspector. 

Scott Olufson 
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THE ANNUAL CUP-DAY BBQ 

A beautiful “Spring Racing Day” dawned for the traditional “Welcome to New 
Panel Members” Cup-Day BBQ, which for this season was back at its regular 
venue at Princes Park, courtesy of John McConville and the Carlton Cricket 
Club.  Two out of the 13 new panel members had accepted the invitation 
from Social Convenor and “Master Chef”, John Collins, to join with about 30 
other members and partners for the social gathering and to share in the 
excitement of both losing their annual “investments” in “The Race that Stops 
the Nation” and witnessing the event on the big screen amongst pleasant 
company. 

A pleasing cross-section of the Association 
membership was in attendance, ranging from 
the “very young” (and cricketers of 
the future) to the “not so very young” 
with Joan Hooper proudly displaying 
her “OBE” medal.  Although awards 
for fascinators had not featured in 
the advertising for the day, a few 
were in evidence nevertheless.  
President Gerry Schembri 
welcomed all present, acknowledged the excellent 
organisation of Suzanne and John Collins, and at 
the same time, thanked Bernadette Bomford, Jill 
Finlayson, Heather Holt, Sandra Kelly, Sue 
McCarthy and Sylvie Schembri, for providing the 
excellent spread of nibbles, salads and desserts. 

A new firm of “investment collectors,” McCarthy & Son, has been “engaged” for 
this year’s event, although it is worth noting that they were assisted by the well-trained and 
experienced “pencillers,” Sarah and Benjamin Denmead. 

As expected, “The Race that Stops the 
Nation” was again the highlight of the 
afternoon although this year the winning 
margin of four lengths made for a not-
so-exciting finish.  There was certainly 
no excessive cheering from those with 
eyes “glued to the big screen.”   
The 154th Melbourne Cup was not 

without its own history and drama, with, firstly, the second-place-
getter, the English stayer, Red Cadeaux, achieving this feat for the 
third year in succession, secondly, the favourite, Admire Rakti, 
finishing in last place and, rather sadly, collapsing in its stall and 
dying of heart-failure immediately following the race, and thirdly, 
another starter, Araldo, having to be put down after breaking a leg in 

an accident while returning past the spectator gallery. 
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For the record, the race results were:  First: Protectionist; Second: Red Cadeaux; Third: Who Shot 
The Barman; and Last: Admire Rakti.  Those who were fortunate in the Sweeps were as follows: 
Sweep 1: Sweep 2: Sweep 3: 
 First: Lachlan Willis First: Mietta Bugg First: Robbi Schache 
 Second: Eric Kelly Second: Teresa Ventura Second: Danielle Ventura 
 Third: Sue McCarthy Third: Serena Finlayson Third: Cameron Denmead 
 Last: Mietta Bugg Last: Shu Ling Last: Sylvie Schembri 

Sweep 4:  Sweep 5: Sweep 6 
 First: Sue McCarthy  First: Percy Bomford First: C & M Andrews 
 Second: Gerry Schembri  Second: Sandra Kelly Second: Bernadette Bomford 
 Third: Peter Hooper Third: Suzanne Collins Third: Ras van der Merve 
 Last: Jeremy Bomford Last: David Bomford Last: Ralph Francione 

The “pay-out” proceeded and, honest “investment collectors” that they are and in the true spirit of 
any well-run Cup Sweep, McCarthy & Son 
returned the money of the unfortunate “Last-
Place Winners.” 
All pictures reproduced in this report are 
courtesy of Dorothy Bugg.  Sincere thanks are 
due to the Carlton Cricket Club for the use of 
their excellent Clubrooms for another most 
enjoyable day. 

Trevor Finlayson 
---------------------------------------------------- 

MEET OUR NEW PANEL MEMBERS (CONT’D) 
We continue to introduce readers to our new Panel members for this season.  The following “bios” make a total of 
eleven published to date. 

Ed. 
------------------------------------------------------ 

Vivek Kumar:  Hello friends.  My name is Vivek Kumar alias Viv Kumar.  I am the 
eldest of two sons to my parents.  Roughly six months ago, I married a lovely lady 
by name Amrutha and so far it has been a wonderful year together for both of us.  I 
believe that it is the ‘lady luck’ that has led me to Premier Cricket umpiring and with 
her constant support and encouragement, I hope to achieve greater heights in 
umpiring.  Attached is a photo with Amrutha taken on our engagement day.   
Born in a cricket fanatic country where everyones blood has cricket infused in it, it’s 
normal to say that playing cricket is part of the life-cycle.  The first cricket I ever 

played was street cricket.  Peculiarities of street cricket involved offering hindrance to movement 
of vehicles and passersby and breaking neighbour’s windows.  From street cricket I progressed to 
playing ‘proper’ cricket representing my school and college teams whilst also playing 5th and 4th 
Division cricket for a Club called Chetnath, affiliated to the Tamil Nadu Cricket Association (India). 
In mid-2005, I graduated with an Electrical Engineering degree and my professional career as an 
Engineer commenced.  Between 2005 and 2008, I was engaged with Work and found it hard to 
balance work and cricket.  In 2008, I made a decision to migrate to Australia, seeking better work-
life (cricket) balance.  I was granted a skilled migrant visa in 2009.  When I first arrived in Australia, 
I chose cricket as a medium to socialise and build a network of friends. 
I took to umpiring following a recurring ankle injury.  As far as my umpiring experience goes, I 
represented Dandenong District Cricket Umpires’ Association for three seasons, represented 
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Queensland Cricket Umpires’ Association for two seasons and was involved with Victorian Turf 
Cricket Association for half a season.  In 2012 I had an opportunity to do computer scoring on 
behalf of ESPN Cricinfo at the ICC U-19 World Cup played in Queensland.  At present, I am 
privileged to be a member of the Victorian Premier Cricket Umpires’ Association following the 
winter classes and success in the examination on the Laws of Cricket.  Being involved with 
Premier Cricket has been a confidence booster for me, considering the standard of umpiring and 
the quality of umpires, I am involved with.  I look forward to enjoying every game I get to umpire 
and in doing so will look to learn, improvise and fulfill my expectations along the way! 

---------------------------------------------------- 
Matt Robertson:  Hi!  I’m Matt and this is my first season with Cricket Victoria.  So far 
it has been a fantastic experience umpiring with some very experienced umpires and 
meeting great people. 
A brief history:  I have been playing/watching cricket for as long as I can remember 
having started playing indoor cricket at four years old.  I then played in both Sub-
District and WSUCCA until moving to Queensland in 2010. 

After searching for a new club I finally settled on the idea of umpiring and this great journey began.  
I was accepted to the umpires’ panel for Queensland Cricket and started in the 6ths with all the 
other “newbies.”  By the end of the season I was lucky enough to umpire in the 3rds and win the 
prestigious Col Hoy award for best first-year umpire.  After moving back to Melbourne in the off 
season, I joined the Sub-District umpiring panel where I umpired in the 1sts, being lucky enough to 
umpire a 2nds and a 4ths Grand Final in that time.  
I’m looking forward to meeting everyone and hopefully getting a chance to umpire with you all, 
over the coming years. 
Enjoy the season everyone. 

----------------------------------------------------- 

ECB TO TARGET FEMALE UMPIRE DEVELOPMENT 
A “new female officiating project” designed to encourage more “women and girls” to become active 
in umpiring and scoring is to be launched by the England and Wales Cricket Board’s (ECB) 
Association of Cricket Officials (ACO) “by the end of 2014.”  The new campaign will set out targets 
for “the recruitment, development and deployment of female officials across all levels of the 
game”, however, a specific aim is said to be to identify and support “talented umpires” who have 
the potential for eventual appointments to women’s international matches. 
The ECB’s Managing Director of Cricket Partnerships, former England captain Mike Gatting, said 
recently that “over the last ten years, tremendous progress has been made at all levels of the 
women’s game in England, from record numbers participating at the grassroots level to England 
women’s team now operating as full-time professional cricketers.  However, there is a big gap 
when it comes to the number of women and girls taking on officiating roles, particularly as umpires 
out in the middle.”  According to him the ACO “is working hard to address this gap through a range 
of local and national initiatives that will be launched over the next year.” 
Currently just six per cent of the ACO’s 7,800 current members, or around 450 individuals, are 
female.  How many of them are umpires is not known, however, anecdotal evidence suggests by 
far the majority of those 450 are currently serving the game as scorers. 

(from Playing the Game, No. 1463-7087 20th November, 2014) 

----------------------------------------------------- 
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THE CROCKETT SHIELD MISSION CONTINUES 

Some Crockett Shield History 
 
The first match between the South Australian Cricket Umpires’ Association (SACUA (now 
SACUSA)) and the Victorian Cricket Association Umpires’ Association (VCAUA (now VCAUSA)) 
was played in Carlton, Victoria, in 1931.1  This particular match ended in a draw with South 
Australia declaring at 8/125 and Victoria being 7/111 when stumps were drawn, this not being a 
limited-overs match, as is the situation nowadays.  This is the only draw recorded in the history of 
the match and as at the end of Easter, 2013, the match results stood at Victoria, 19, South 
Australia, 18, there having been no matches played during the war years, 1941-1945.   
It is interesting to observe the results for “home and away” matches.  For matches hosted by the 
South Australians, the tally is South Australia, 12, Victoria, 8, while for matches hosted by the 
Victorians, the results are South Australia, 6, Victoria, 11 (Ref. 2, pp 1-2).  So there is no doubt 
that over the years there has been a “home ground” advantage. 
The match officials (umpires and scorers) have always been provided by the two Associations.  
While many records of these appointments have been lost, it is worth noting that amongst the 
known umpires are two Australian Test Match Umpires, Robin Bailhache (VCAUSA – 1995, 1997 
and 1999) and Peter Cronin (SACUSA – 1995 and 2001).  Some notable records for officials are 
the four umpiring appointments for Adrian Crawley by the VCAUSA (1983, 1985, 1987 and 1989) 
and the four for George Thomas by the SACUSA (1967, 1975, 1977 and 1981).  Amongst the 
records for scorer appointments, Chris Miles has four for South Australia (2001, 2003, 2005 and 
2009) while Bill Ellemor has three for Victoria (1993, 1995 and 1997) (Ref. 2 p 10).  It is the normal 
practice for the match officials to be appointed by the respective Committee of Management of 
each Association. 
Commencing in 2009, the Peter Cronin Medal was created to be presented to the officiating 
umpires and in 2011, the L & J Howard Medal was created to be presented to the officiating 
scorers. 
There are many missing records regarding the match officials.  For umpires, all are known from 
1959 to the present while for scorers there are virtually no records prior to 1993.  Should any 
reader have any information which you feel might add to the official history of the Crockett Shield, 
you are invited to contact the VCAUSA Historian, Bill Ellemor. 
1. SA vs Victoria (including the Bob Crockett Memorial Shield) 2013 – History of the Competition 1931 and Counting, 

Pamphlet prepared by Kristen Thomas, 2013. 
2. SACUSA v VCAUSA records of Matches for the R,M. (Bob) Crockett Shield, sixth edition, 2014, ed. B. Ellemor. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

THE WELL-KNOWN REVEREND CRICKETER 

While he was in Australia with the 1962/63 MCC team, the Reverend David Sheppard came in for 
more than his fair share of dropped catches.  The story was going around that a young English 
couple, who had settled in Australia, were due to have their first-born christened.  The husband 
suggested that it would be nice if they got David Sheppard to do it for them. 
“Oh no,” said the horrified wife, “not likely, he would only drop it!” 
(comment by the late Brian Johnston in The Wit of Cricket Compiled by Barry Johnston, ISBN 978 0 340 97889 4 
(Hodder & Stoughton Ltd., London, 2010) p 100.)  
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Greg Azzopardi – 1/61 from 8 ovs 

Bruce Sutton – 0/33 from 8 ovs

SOCIAL CRICKET – VCAUSA VS ACS 

Our journey to Easter 2015 and the regain of the Crockett Shield continued on Sunday 9/11/14 
against the Australia Cricket Society (ACS) Wandering XI at A.H. Butler Oval Frankston.  Yes 
that’s right, Frankston Peninsula Cricket Club’s main oval.  The rules for the game were 40 overs 
per side, maximum eight overs for a bowler and compulsory retirement of a batsman on reaching 
40 runs.  Originally the game was set for the 16/11/14.  However, with the Butler Oval being 
available on the 9/11/14, arrangements were made by both sides to play on this date as we 
couldn’t pass up on the opportunity of playing at such a venue.  This did pose problems on both 
sides for fielding their teams.  
The problems for us unfolded when we arrived at the ground to play.  While they only had ten 
players, we noticed that each player was either an ex-Frankston Peninsula, 1st XI player or one 
still playing.  I’m sure as you read on, some will recognise the names.  Anyway not phased by the 
situation (not that much!!) we were up for the challenge.  
ACS captain, Keith Jansz won the toss on elected to bat, as they were still waiting on their last 
player to turn up.  VCAUSA welcomed the new debutants, Tim Wendelken, Bruce Sutton and Nick 
Ferns.  I must say, “They all must have been handy cricketers in their prime.”  VCAUSA took to the 
field with Jamie Wyatt as wicket keeper.  Opening bowler was Bruce Sutton.  M Butler dispatched 
the first ball straight back over his head for 4 runs.  Second over was bowled by Greg Azzopardi, 
his first ball was dispatched straight back over his head for 4 runs by A Cowen.  This set the tone 
for the day, I sadly have to report.  
In the 4th over, we had our first LBW appeal, definitely ‘not out.’  I couldn’t let this opportunity pass, 
I asked the umpire (one of their players) why he turned down the appeal, what was it missing, etc, 
etc…the sort of stuff we get on the weekends.  As we continued to argue, the umpire (player) 
could finally see I was just giving him a hard time so with tongue and cheek I said to him, “Now 
you know how we feel.” 
Moving on with the game Greg Azzopardi bowled a ripper and 
bowled Cowen in the 6th over, ACS 1/32.  A double bowling 
change after 10 overs saw Glenn Davey and Stephen Pitts come 
on and in Pitt’s first over, he had Butler LBW.  Cameron Wallace 
quickly got to 40, which saw him retire in the 16th over with ACS 
2/98.  In the 17th Glenn Davey had J Wylie well caught by keeper 
Jamie Wyatt.  The ball was initially swinging to leg before taking 

the outside edge making Jamie go 
the wrong way at first.  It was a first-
class delivery by Glenn who was 
very happy with the outcome.  ACS 3/102.  
J Rowlands and D Nankervis put on 36 before Nick Ferns trapped 
Rowlands in front, LBW after 24 overs.  Leigh Booth took little time in 
reaching 40 as he took to Nick Ferns’ and John Richards’ bowling.  
Two balls later Nankervis retired on 45 and then K Jansz and M 
O’Sullivan put on 47 as they faced our opening bowlers’ second 
spells.  In the 37th over Glenn returned to trap M O’Sullivan for yet 
another LBW, allowing Wallace to re-appear after earlier retiring.  I 

bowled the final over which saw Wallace whack the last ball straight back over my head for 6 runs.  
The bowling honours went to Glenn Davey and Bruce Sutton (very unlucky not to take a wicket) 
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Opener Scott Olufson – 21

A classic square drive by  
Dan Bomford 

with honorable mentions to Stephen Pitts and Greg Azzopardi.   
After the lunch break, VCAUSA commenced their innings with the 
required rate of just under 7 runs per over.  Openers Scott Olufson and 
Tim Wendelken set about the task.  Wallace and Wylie opened the 
bowling for ACS.  Scott made a quick-fire 21 off 17 balls (5 x 4’s) and 
Tim 18 off 33 balls.  Bruce Sutton, Greg Azzopardi and Stephen Pitts all 
made starts but the target or over six runs per over was proving a 
challenge and wickets tumbled.  Bruce was unfortunately run out for 20   
after looking pretty good, Greg was bowled for 11 and Stephen caught 
for 12 which left VCAUSA at 5/91.  Jamie Wyatt, Glenn Davey, Nick 
Ferns and John Richards felt the pressure of the mounting scoring rate, 
departing for 2, 5, 7 and 2, respectively.  A determined effort by numbers 10 and 11, Tony Ventura 
and Dan Bomford saw them stave off 10 overs without being dismissed and ending the innings at 
9/135, with Tony 21 and Dan 4.  Batting honours to Scott and Bruce, with lots of starts but 
unfortunately no one went on to a big score.   

A comfortable win by ACS in the end by 134 runs.  
Finally, our thanks are extended to Glenn Davey and Wayne Ross 
(ACS) from Frankston Peninsula Cricket Club for arranging the 
excellent venue and facilities and to Damian Herft for the excellent 
photos captured during the day.  Some have been used in this article, 
the rest of the photos of the day and the full score card for the match 
can be found on the VCAUSA website.  

Tony Ventura 
 
Scorecard: 
ACS Wandering XI won the toss and elected to bat. 
 ACS  Batting VCAUSA  Bowling 
M Butler lbw b S Pitts 32 B Sutton 8/0/33/0 
A Cowen  b G Azzopardi 18 G Azzopardi 8/0/61/1 
C Wallace not out  53 G Davey 8/0/43/2 
J Wylie c S Olufson b G Davey  9 S Pitts 5/0/25/1 
J Rowlands lbw b N Ferns 16 N Ferns 5/0/56/1 
D Nankervis ret’d not out  45 J Richards 4/0/28/0 
L Booth ret’d noy out  40 T Ventura 2/0/21/0 
K Jansz not out  33 
M O’Sullivan lbw b G Davey 21 
L Lowry 
J Mathers 
Extras 1b  1lb     2 
 Total                     5/269 
 VCAUSA  Batting   ACS  Bowling 
S Olufson c L Lowry b K Jansz 21 C Wallace 5/1/29/0 
T Wendelken c M O’Sullivan b M Butler 18 J Wylie 3/1/8/0 
B Sutton run out (L Lowry) 20 K Jansz 5/0/21/1 
G Azzopardi  b M O’Sullivan 11 M Butler 4/0/11/1 
S Pitts c D Nankervis b L Booth 12 J Rowlands 2/1/2/0 
J Wyatt lbw b L Booth  2 L Lowry 3/0/11/0 
G Davey c L Lowry b M O’Sullivan  5 M O’Sullivan 7/0/17/4 
N Ferns lbw b M O’Sullivan  7 A Cowan 5/1.18/0 
J Richards  b M O’Sullivan  2 L Booth 5/2/6/2 
T Ventura not out  21 D Nankervis 1/0/4/0 
D Bomford not out   4 
Extras 7b  3lb  1w  1nb  12 

 Total                      9/135 
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VCAUSA CALENDAR 

The 2014-15 VCAUSA calendar as far as is known at this stage is as follows: 
 

Date Activity Notes 
Tuesday, 13 January, 7:30 
pm 

VCAUSA CoM Meeting Venue: refer to Agenda or 
Secretary  

Thursday, 15 January, 
7:00 pm 

VCAUSA Curry Night Tandoori Den, Camberwell 
Road, Camberwell 

Tuesday, 20 January, 7:00 
pm 

CV T&D Meeting Morton Pavilion, Junction Oval 

Wednesday, 11 February, 
5:30 pm 

Crockett Shield Training Venue TBA 

Friday, 13 February MUCC Business Breakfast Join Umpires’ & Scorers’ Table 
Details TBA 

Tuesday, 17 February, 
6:30 pm 

“Sausage Sizzle” and CV 
T&D Meeting 

Morton Pavilion, Junction Oval 

Wednesday, 18 February, 
5.30 pm 

Crockett Shield Training Venue TBA 

Sunday, 22 February, 
11:00 am 

VCAUSA Cricket Match vs 
The Forty-Niners 

Venue TBA 

Tuesday, 24 February, 
7.30 pm 

VCAUSA CoM Novotel, Glen Waverley 

Wednesday, 25 February, 
5.30 pm 

Crockett Shield Training Venue TBA 

Tuesday, 3 March, 7:00 
pm 

CV T&D Meeting (Finals 
Umpires only) 

CV, Jollimont 

Wednesday, 4 March, 5.30 
pm 

Crockett Shield Training Venue TBA 

Wednesday, 11 March, 
5.30 pm 

Crockett Shield Training Venue TBA 

Wednesday, 18 March, 
5:30 pm 

Crockett Shield Training Venue TBA 

Saturday, 21 March VCAUSA Finals BBQ Tent Jollimont Oval 
Wednesday, 25 March, 
5:30 pm 

Crockett Shield Training Venue TBA 

Wednesday, 1 April, 5:30 
pm 

Crockett Shield Training Venue TBA 

Friday to Monday, 3 to 6 
April 

VCAUSA/SACUSA Easter 
Event 

Glen Waverley 

Friday, 8 May VCAUSA Dinner and 
Presentation Night 

Veneto Club, Bulleen 

 


